Huawei Twitter and Facebook June 12 – 18

1. Huawei is doing a lot with AI & #5G in healthcare right now. See what Ken Hu had to say to @entrepreneur about it. tinyurl.com/ya7xk4ps

2. When it comes to design and hardware @phonearena found Huawei’s Mate50 to be a stunner. Read their full review. tinyurl.com/y7m87fyr

3. Stay active when working from home - it’s essential to keep moving for our physical and mental well being. Don’t forget to strap on your #WatchGT2e to track your workout.

4. Have you registered for our webinar next week? Join us on June 17 at 9 a.m. ET as Huawei’s @mohamedmakki, Bruce W. McConnell of @acsitesitu & @MarkPRadou discuss why strong policies on #innovation can drive #5G growth globally. ConnectTheFuture tinyurl.com/yy9qfswr
When it comes down to it, many US citizens continue to be without broadband connectivity. Huawei wants to fix that. #ConnectnessMatters

Battle Between US and Chinese Telecom Huawei in
The U.S. is preventing telecom giant Huawei from getting critical components, and is pressuring allies ...
#HuaweiUSA
#StrongerTogether
#ChinaICT

Let’s take a moment to appreciate nature. #timeslapse
#AI40Pro

Love this! Innovation knows no age.

A 9 year old in Kenya was awarded for his hand washing machine.

This is the state of sustainability around the world. #sustainability
#environment
Sporty design, beautiful display, insane battery life — read why @Picketnow deems the Huawei Watch GT2e worthy of its Best Choice recommendation. tinyurl.com/ybs7en44.

Tomorrow is #naturephotographyday - share your favorite pic shot on a Huawei device.

As we celebrate the culmination of hard work from #STEM students everywhere, hear a few words of inspiration for the #Classof2020 from this groundbreaking ecologist at @RainforestConnection. #ScienceMatters tinyurl.com/y7hr9w6

Replying to @mkhochman. Some wonderful photos from Hangzhou West Lake today! #P40Pro #HuaweiP40Series

Sustainability and transparency are key to building a fairer society.

tinyurl.com/y2p2peri
Tune in on June 17 at 9 am ET to hear Huawei's @MohamedMadouc, Bruce W. McConnell of @ewiinstitute & @AnandRPrasad discuss why policy may be the key to 5G growth. #ConnectTheFuture tinyurl.com/yHd6a3w

WEBINAR: 5G: BETWEEN VALUE AND POLICY
With Dr. Mohamed Madkour, VP Global Wireless & Cloud Core Network Marketing and Solutions, Huawei Technologies. Bruce McConnell, Executive Vice President at East West Institute. Dr. Anand R. Prasad, Founder & CEO, wenovator LLC.

REGISTER NOW
Wednesday, June 17, 9-10 am EST

Huawei USA committed to building a sustainable office environment. Huawei has adopted various initiatives to reduce energy consumption and CO2 emissions. tinyurl.com/y6p4443

Huawei USA got room for some zoom? Take a look at what the #49Pro can do.

Huawei USA Why is Huawei so valuable to #5G? @dmavakis of @ABResearch explains why banning Huawei will restrict operator choice, potentially forcing reliance on a duopoly or monopoly while dampening tech innovation throughout the industry value chain. #FactsMatter tinyurl.com/y50nmjo

Huawei USA Huawei isn't just a place where you'll find labs. Employees can spend their lunch hour or free time relaxing at the parks, lakes, and gyms. In this blog, Carter's going to check out the libraries at Huawei. tinyurl.com/yk6w8vl
Today we’re looking back at one of our favourite 5G roadshow stops - the 2019 Goodwood Festival of Speed. We’re very proud to partner with @goodwood to help drive forward the digitalisation of the car industry.

#Tech4All #FutureOfTech #5G

The best moon photo I have taken so far hahaha

#VisionaryPhotography #HuaweiP40Pro #AppGallery #P40Pro

There’s technology in everything around us. #ConnectedWorld

What can you expect during Huawei’s webinar on June 17? A conversation around 5G networks, AI technology, and how strong policies for collaboration, spectrum allocation, and security can drive growth and benefits globally. Join us at 9 a.m. CT. tinyurl.com/jj7j7flw

There’s technology in everything around us.

The best moon photo I have taken so far hahaha

There’s technology in everything around us.
With a 2K FullView display, 4 speakers and @sennheiser’s acoustic audio engineering, the #Mate40 will take your entertainment to the next level. #ExperienceEverything

---

@HuaweiCanada New documents in the extradition case of #Huawei CFO #MengWanzhou show a report by the Canadian Security Intelligence Service before her detention described the action as “highly political” and likely to “send shock waves around the world.”

CSIS report before Meng Wanzhou’s arrest called the move “highly political.” The Canadian spy agency anticipated that the Huawei executive’s arrest would be “highly political,” according to documents made public in court.

@theglobeninemedia

Huawei is often accused of being owned or funded by the Chinese government. Truth is, Huawei is a 100% employee-owned private company.

@Huawei

How do colors reflect our state of mind? Which theme speaks to you the most? Meet Master Liang Jun aka Dr Strange, the artist behind the mesmerizing Huawei mobile wallpaper design, and discover the magic of Huawei P40 #Mate30 #HuaweiMag

@HuaweiUSA

Meet Master Lung as a Dr Strange, the artist bonne the

@HuaweiUSA
COVID-19 accentuates the need to address mobile phone gender gaps. Mobile phones have been a lifeline for many during the pandemic - but women are much less likely to have one.

By 2025, there will be 4B new internet users, 8B smartphones in use, and 100B general connections. This is why Huawei is committed to bridging the digital talent gap, with many countries set to benefit. Here is the example of Pakistan. #HuaweiFacts tinyurl.com/yx3EyBjB

Will tech help us achieve a better connected world? @RahGlobal CEO & Founder @stevensul explains how corporations can support global efforts to protect our planet and all of Earth's inhabitants. #FutureIsConnected tinyurl.com/y6stq6zl

Trust in Tech to Benefit Marking

Openness, Competition & Collaboration — Stronger Together

Debba Ruh, President & CEO

Craig Brown, PhD @caigbrownphd - Jun 16
Poor Americans Face Hurdles in Getting Promised Internet: Broadband companies like Charter and Comcast vowed to help low-income people during the pandemic. But taking them up on the offer hasn't always been easy. @FQG2s #Technology #Tech #FutureTech
**Black Lives Matter** @Basil Knows Jun 12
With the P40 Pro Plus's 10x zoom, I've managed to take close up snaps of Max without him getting up for head scratches (1m and he won't stay put), and I realised by way of a moody selfie, I'm going grey... Win some, lose some. #P40ProPlus

---

Canada spy report on Meng Wanzhou's arrest is revealed
Meng's lawyers say the report written by the CSIS intelligence agency provides evidence of 'coordinated state misconduct' between the US and Canada.

---

**TechTuesday Q: If you could sit down and speak to one US official about Huawei, who it be and what would you bring up?** #AskHuaweiUSA

---

**TechTuesday Q: Why does the U.S need Kiswey?** #AskHuaweiUSA

---

Get ready! @Andy Purdy, Chief Security Officer at Huawei, is answering your cybersecurity questions live right here for a #TechTuesday Q&A.

---

#TECHTUESDAY
CYBERSECURITY Q&A
with Andy Purdy
Chief Security Officer
Huawei USA
June 16, at 2 p.m. ET
Why do I care if Huawei has the most 5G patents when the U.S. will just create our own 5G? #AskHuaweiUSA

Show this thread

What's the coolest job at Huawei? It involves capturing the perfect sunset & mesmerizing images of snow-capped mountain tops in exotic locations around the world. Take a look at the masterpieces our Director of UCD Design creates. #ArtInTech #AskHuaweiUSA #WhoAreWe tinyurl.com/yalt54b

Show this thread

I just saw this article in Forbes about Huawei. So, how does Huawei acquire its customers? #AskHuaweiUSA

Show this thread

It's just not true...
I saw your TV interview where you said "no one should be trusted." Why would you say that and give in to the critics? *As I just said.*

Why would you want more competition if that means less money for you? *You want less money for your business? That's greedy.*

You often speak of Huawei wanting 5G to be more competitive. Why would you want more competition if that means less money for you? *You want less money for your business? That's greedy.*
I don't think the threats being made by China to protect Chinese companies like Huawei make the company look bad to Americans. I think Huawei's strength seems to be tied to its dependence on China's market, right? Huawei is huge, but doesn't Huawei benefit from significant Chinese government support, including massive credit lines from state-owned banks?
HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA Jun 16

TechTuesday: China law - Can Huawei give the Chinese government information if it asks? #AskHuaweiUSA

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA Jun 16

TechTuesday: What’s going on with Meng? Is that why the Chinese government is holding the Canadians? #AskHuaweiUSA

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA Jun 16

TechTuesday: Can we get a response on the Huawei punishment in Canada? #AskHuaweiUSA
TechTuesday Q: We’re coming up on the U.S. elections, could China’s government hack Huawei’s networks? #AskHuaweiUSA

TechTuesday Q: Is America putting pressure on Canada to block Huawei? #AskHuaweiUSA

Huawei is among the top R&D spenders when stacked up against other global leaders. #FactMatter tinyurl.com/ya/tjwemZ

In 2019, Huawei outpaced its peers as one of the top R&D spenders in the technology sector

2019 R&D Spending in Billions USD

What’s keeping our canopies from turning into beds of ash on the forest floor? Ask #HuaweiMitigPA. Find out how the tech is sifting forest fires faster than ever. tinyurl.com/yy/WhicnuD #Mitig4Real

@andy_pundy

@andy_pundy
You'll be surprised to know that 5G can make a positive impact on our environment. #5GForGood #TechEarth

By mid-May, more than 300 5G hospitals had been built in China, and the number is expected to grow to 13,000 by 2025. #HuaweiFacts

Tune in on June 17 at 9 a.m. ET to hear Huawei's @mohamedmadkour, Bruce W. McConnell of @eastwestinstitute & @AnandRPrasad discuss why policy may be the key to 5G growth. ConnectTheFuture.tinyurl.com/WF6Qm5

WEBINAR: 5G: BETWEEN VALUE AND POLICY
With Dr. Moutafed Madkour, VP Global Wireless & Cloud Core Network, Marketing and Solutions, Huawei Technologies; Bruce McConnell, Executive Vice President at EastWest Institute; Dr. Anand R. Prasad, Founder & CEO, wenovator LLC

REGISTER NOW
Wednesday, June 17, 9-10 a.m. EST

Step into the future with just one tap. #ExperienceEverything with the built-in capacitive sensors on the FreeBuds 3.

In this geopolitical environment, facts matter. More from Huawei USA CSO @AndyPassby recent remarks by @SecretaryRoss.

When choosing a smartwatch, @minda's @MarhuwnP picked Huawei's WatchGT2a. See why. #ExperienceEverything.tinyurl.com/yRomG2
Time and distance are no longer a barrier to staying connected with loved ones.

The Friendship That Never Faded
When two childhood friends are separated by distance and an ocean, their memories of days gone... @youtube.com

The pandemic has challenged the medical industry to improve and expedite diagnosis and treatment. See how Huawei's AI technology can be of assistance for medical staff around the world. #HealthMatter

COVID-19 Diagnosis and Treatment System: Huawei and AGS Jointly Co...
With the Atlas-based intelligent solution, doctors can determine the treatment scheme as soon as possible and allocate medical resources... @so.com

Huawei Fire & Ice mobile wallpaper series involves unique design methods & materials. Who is the artist behind the creations? Watch the video to hear how Liang Jun's 20-year journey led him to become a master of his craft. #Huawei30 #4KVR #FireAndIce

Technology is a universal language and equalizer. Meet Nour and Hubert, who help bring people closer by translating and communicating their ideas to others, thanks to @fajrny, #ConnectNotDivide #Tech4All

Enjoy super fast charging speed wirelessly. #P40Pro

27W HUAWEI Super Charge Wireless Car Charger
Huawei launches an eLearning initiative to create online education systems for educators and students in Kenya.
https://tinyurl.com/yake9ap8

What's the status of 5G deployments around the world and how can innovation drive forward Industry 4.0? Next Wednesday, Huawei's Mohamed Madkour will be joined by Bruce McConnell of the EastWest Institute and Anand Prasad of wenoator to share their insights. You don't want to miss this one. Register now. #ConnectTheFuture
https://tinyurl.com/y99q6vw

Watch the world around you grow.
Dr. Mitch Ald is the Chief Science Officer at Rainforest Connection. As we celebrate the culmination of hard work from STEM students everywhere, hear a few words of inspiration for the #Classof2020 from this groundbreaking ecologist. #STEM https://tinyurl.com/y7n8nz98
#DYK there are around 19 million visually disabled children in the world? See how Huawei helps children cope with visual difficulties with its TrackAI technology. #ChildVisionAwareness #TECH4ALL
https://tinyurl.com/ycbrxt7a

Have questions about #cybersecurity for Huawei? Our Chief Security Officer @Andy_Purdy will be answering them live right here at 2 p.m. ET on 6/16 for a #TechTuesday Q&A. https://tinyurl.com/y7o4kadz

Pocketnow has given its "Best Choice" award for smartwatches to Huawei's #WatchGT2e. Find out why. https://tinyurl.com/ybq8et44
Look forward to a conversation around #5G networks, #AI technology, and how strong policies for collaboration, spectrum allocation, and security can drive growth and benefits globally. Join us at 9 a.m. ET on June 17. [https://tinyurl.com/y99qf6w](https://tinyurl.com/y99qf6w)

Welcome! You are invited to join a webinar: Huawei Webinar: 5G: Between Value and...

Got room for some zoom? Take a look at what the #P40Pro can do.

"Banning Huawei from the global domain will not only restrict operator choice in terms of vendors and potentially force them to rely on a duopoly or even a monopoly, but it will also dampen technology innovation throughout the entire industry value chain." Dimitris Mavrakis, research director at ABI research explains. #FactsMatter [https://tinyurl.com/y75mvny7](https://tinyurl.com/y75mvny7)
Have you registered? On June 17 at 9 a.m. ET, Huawei’s Mohamed Madkour will be speaking with Bruce McConnell of the EastWest Institute and Anand Prasad of wenovator about the need for sensible, growth-oriented policies to support the expansion of 5G.

*ConnectTheFuture https://tinyurl.com/y99qf6vw

WEBINAR: 5G: BETWEEN VALUE AND POLICY
With Dr. Mohamed Madkour, VP Global Wireless & Cloud Core Network Marketing and Solutions, Huawei Technologies
Bruce McConnell, Executive Vice President at EastWest Institute
Dr. Anand R. Prasad, Founder & CEO, wenovator LLC

REGISTER NOW
Wednesday, June 17, 9-10 a.m. EST

Step into the future with just one tap. "ExperienceEverything with the built-in capacitive sensors on the #FreeBuds3i.

What’s the coolest job at Huawei? It involves capturing the perfect sunset & mesmerizing images of snowcapped mountain tops in some of the most exotic locations in the world. Watch the video to see the masterpieces our Director of UCD Design creates. #ArtInTech #P40 #Mate30 #WhoAreWe https://tinyurl.com/yacq7y53
Huawei USA
June 16 at 10:45 AM

#DYK Huawei’s products & solutions cut power consumption by 10-15%? https://tinyurl.com/y7kmb9d

Huawei’s products and solutions cut power consumption by 

10%~15%

Six of our mobile phones received the distinguished 

UL110 

for environmental friendliness

82.3%

of returned products were reused

Huawei USA
June 16 at 11:20 AM

Our #5G was built to co-exist with our earth. #5GForGood 
#Tech4Earth

What Can Help The Environment?

Huawei USA
June 16 at 11:37 AM

Huawei is often accused of being owned or funded by the Chinese government. #TruthIs, Huawei is a 100% employee-owned private company. #FactsMatter https://tinyurl.com/yaymkv84
By 2025, there will be 48 new internet users, 88 smartphones in use, and 1008 general connections. This is why #Huawei is committed to bridging the digital talent gap, with many countries set to benefit. Here is the example of Pakistan. #HuaweiFacts

https://tinyurl.com/y473jaht

Al has the power to help cure childhood blindness by enabling early detection. #ChildVisionAwareness #TECH4ALL

https://tinyurl.com/yc3xyt8b

What's keeping our canopies from turning into beds of ash on the forest floor? Ask #HuaweiAtlas #AI. Find out how the tech is detecting forest fires faster than ever: https://tinyurl.com/y9hctnu8 #Atlas4Real
Huawei is one of the world’s biggest spenders in R&D with plans to boost its research and development investment to $20 billion in 2020. See how Huawei stacks up to other tech companies. #FactsMatter
https://tinyurl.com/ya7jwm42

In 2019, Huawei outpaced its peers as one of the top R&D spenders in the technology sector

![2019 R&D Spending in Billions USD]

Sources: ZTE Newsroom, Statista, Ericsson Annual Report, Cisco Annual Report, Huawei Annual Report, United States Securities and Exchange Commission

It’s not too late to register! This morning at 9 a.m. ET, Huawei’s Mohamed Madkour, Bruce McConnell of the EastWest Institute and Anand Prasad of wenovator will discuss the need for policies to help #5G grow. Come join us! #ConnectTheFuture
https://tinyurl.com/y99af6vw

Multi-tasking just got easier thanks to EMUI10.1 and the #P30Pro. With the Multi-window function, you can drag & drop images, text and files across multiple windows!
Our own #JoyTan is speaking at the #WITISummit about navigating geopolitical bias in the modern media landscape. Tune in on June 24 at 8:45 a.m. ET. https://tinyurl.com/yawexw

Huawei USA

Yesterday at 9:19 AM

Huawei Fire & Ice mobile wallpaper series involves unique design methods & materials. Who is the artist behind the creations? Watch the video to hear how Liang Jun’s 20-year journey led him to become a master of his craft. #P40 #Mate30 #ArtInTech #WhoAreWe

#ExploreEverything - get creative with the #MatePad.
Technology is a universal language. Meet Nour and Hubert, who aim to give everyone a voice through their translator careers, made possible with Tarjimly. #ConnectNotDivide #TECH4ALL
https://tinyurl.com/y8nb4mvt